
Doctor  Me First 

A workbook created for you to work through and out of physician

burnout and into a thrive career and life you love 



SOCRATES

The secret of change is to focus all

your energy, not on fighting the old

but on building the new 
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INTRODUCTION  

Dear Colleague 

Is this Burnout or Depression? 

The Mindful CT Scan 

CHAPTER 1 

Working through the Inner Burn 

Know Thyself 

Core Values 

Reconnecting with Your Why 

Identifying your Identity 

The Voice in Your Head 

Now Challenge 

Clear the Mental Clutter 

Confronting False Beliefs 

Dealing with Anxiety 

Open Space for Your Emotions 

CHAPTER 2 

Detoxing your Environment 

Conditioning has Modified You 

Practicing Medicine has Affected You 

Understanding the Toxic Environments in

Medicine 

Difficult Conversations 

Boundaries 

CHAPTER 3 

Planning Next Steps 

Wheel of Life 

Making Adjustments 

Ideal Life Vision 

My Ideal Life 

Ideal Life Vision Wrap-Up 

Recognizing Your Purpose 

Perfect Practice 

My Perfect Practice 

Career Path 

Career Action Steps 

Letter to Yourself 

Checkpoint 

Plan Your Work to Work Your Plan 

CHAPTER 4 

Never Going Back 

Positive Self Talk 

Acknowledging Others Pain 

Asking For Help 

Attitude Adjustments 

Handing Off 

Taking Off The Armor 

Joy and Gratitude 

Sleep Hygiene 

Creating Routine 

Creating a Tribe 

Dealing with the Bad 

Making Clear Decisions 

Conclusions 

Legal and Contact Information 



In 2014, I recognized that I was burned out and was desperately searching

for a way out. I couldn't find what I needed - so I created this, the Doctor

Me First program, for others encountering the same struggle.  I'm so thrilled

to share it with you. 

By divine intervention and a little luck, I stumbled upon a wonderful life

coach who helped me recover from the wear and tear of medicine. I got

more interested in the self-improvement world and saw a huge ass need

for healthcare specific material. Many of the exercises I will be sharing in

Doctor Me First are adapted from commonly used coaching tools. My hope

is that this will be exactly what you need and what I needed those years

ago. 

After completing this program, you will have steps to help you walk

through and out of burnout, the ability to achieve the control and balance

you desire, several tips on how you can thrive rather than survive healthcare

and be ready to move forward to a life you desire and deserve. 

For some of the exercises, I have provided examples. These are intended to

help you understand the exercise and not meant to be used or suggest

how you should answer. Write your own answers! 

I have made it my mission that no one should have to experience burnout

alone or not be able to find the help they seek.  I hope Doctor Me First truly

does doctor your spirit. 

In Fullest Gratitude, 

Errin Weisman D.O. 
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Have you ever wondered: “Am I depressed or burnt out?” I know I did. I even contemplated starting myself on an

SSRI just to see if I "felt better.” We know that chronic stress can lead to depressive states and classified “burned

out” physicians meet DSM-V criteria for major depressive disorder. But I don’t think it matters what the DSM-V says

about MDD, adjustment disorder or chronic work stress. I don’t think you need to go through a huge inventory of

the MBI (the standard burnout assessment by Christina Maslach) to know something is just not right. I think of

burnout as a situation stress syndrome. At least, that's how I experienced it.  For most physicians, by adjusting their

internal perspective and making changes to their external environment, they will find their symptoms improved

or resolved.  

Look through the following list and circle any statements that apply to you. I believe this is evidence enough to

say, “Hey, something's wrong here! I don’t want to live like this anymore!”  

• Emotional Exhaustion  

• Overwhelming fatigue 

• Loss of motivation 

• Cynical 

• Sense of ineffectiveness 

• Discouraged 

Any others that I missed? List here: 

• Dissatisfied  

  

• Disengaged 

• Frustrated 

• Fearful 

• Trapped 

• Feelings of failure 

• Anxious  

• Worried 

• Downhearted 

• Deflated 

• Hopeless 

• Disappointed 
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Look at that list again. Pick a few statements you feel strongly towards and place your thoughts on how these

words may feel to you. (ie: by emotional exhaustion, I wrote during my burnout “I feel like I have no more

emotional energy to give my husband and children when I come home. I’m empty and I don’t know how to fill

up.") 

• Emotional Exhaustion: 

• Overwhelming fatigue: 

• Loss of motivation: 

• Cynical: 

• Sense of ineffectiveness: 

• Discouraged: 

• Dissatisfied:   

• Disengaged: 

• Frustrated: 

• Fearful: 

• Trapped: 

• Feelings of failure: 

• Anxious: 

• Worried: 

• Downhearted: 

• Deflated: 

• Hopeless: 

• Disappointed: -6-
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During my burnout, I started to attend yoga as a way to exercise and take a break away from everything. I

loved the exercise component . As the class wound down and the sweat drips slowed down, the instructor

would have us do a body scan to prepare for savasana (resting pose). She had us get comfortable, close our

eyes, then start to notice our breathing and then position or sensations in our bodies. She said things like,

“take a deep breath, filling your body. Now exhale and relax more deeply” or “feel Mother Earth cradling your

contact points” or “bring attention to your breath.”  

As a type A science nerd, I have a really hard time embracing my inner woo-woo!  

But I do embrace the fact that this type of mindfulness has been proven to reduce stress, improve well-being,

and decrease aches and pains. In order to get through savasana without going crazy and get some

mindfulness I could relate to, I modify this typical exercise to fit my brain. I call it “The Mindful CT Scan.”  

I want you to envision yourself lying on a CT scanner table getting ready to go through the gantry (aka the big

circle thing). Today, instead of getting your organs imaged, this scan will identify hot spots in your body like

emotions/feelings/issues.  

Take a few moments to relax and travel through the CT. What do you sense as the light travels down from

your head to toes?  

What would your emotional levels look like? Any internal structures looking crispy with burnout? Any organs

shrunken because they have been underused? Are they hypertrophied because they are working overtime? 

What does this scan show? On the next page, I want you to write your own radiology report. 
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Write your own radiology report below: 

(ie: This is a 33yo W F who appears to have utter brain mush from stress and exhaustion when I scan through

her head. She seems to hold tension in her trapezius bilaterally because they are so tense. IBS symptoms from

anxiety and fatigued achilles from worn out shoes) 

(I find this example works really well when I am unwinding from a shift and shaking off a long day. I encourage

you to just start breathing then think about going through the scanner looking for what lights up. Notice it, say

internally "hey I see you." Then let it go with a deep breath.)  
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 So how are you feeling after those exercises?  

My hope is that you gain some recognition of yourself and what you are experiencing in order to move forward to

a FREAKING BETTER PLACE! Because this place you are in right now, DOES NOT DEFINE YOU! Nor do you HAVE

to stay here. God, such good news, right!?  

In the next chapter, we are going to jump into “Working the Inner Burn.” This is about extinguishing negative

aspects of your inner self and igniting the amazing person you are when you’re not so stressed, stretched,

bamboozled, and/or trapped like right now. I promise that this is the shit they should have taught us in medical

school rather than the damn Kreb’s cycle (who uses that beyond boards anyway). Take a deep breath and let’s get

crackin’! 

If you are ready for more, hop to HERE to purchase the full program! You get access to 4 more chapters, videos, a

private Facebook group where I work with other burned out female physicians PLUS a free 1-hour coaching

sessions with me. 
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http://www.truthrxs.com/doctormefirst

